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The purpose of this document is to provide the framework for the implementation of a tourism 

strategy and plan for the West Coast Peninsula and Saldanha Bay Tourism Organisation 

(SBTO).  

 

The aim is for the West Coast Peninsula to become a leading tourism destination in South 

Africa and for tourism to have a tangible and positive impact on the economic prosperity of 

the region. 

The framework: 

● Establish a vision, growth targets and fundamental policy principles for future 

sustained tourism development. 

● Identify a clear strategy for Saldanha Bay Tourism Organisation to develop a 

competitive advantage and increase tourism growth in the medium to long term. 

● Identify institutional and private sector financing arrangements to give effect to the 

strategy and the marketing plan in particular.  

 

The strategy and the implementation plan are based on the National and Provincial policy 

documents and strategies, and where possible, incorporates the West Coast Peninsula LED 

Strategy. 

The tourism plan addresses four strategic areas namely: 

1. Destination Marketing 

2. Visitor Services and Information Management 

3. Industry Relations and Membership 

4. Local Tourism Development 

 

The plan aims to achieve tangible and visible results in the short term with a solid foundation 

laid for long term tourism marketing and development. 

  

2. The development process of the new tourism strategy 
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The table below outlines the process followed in the development of the new tourism strategy 
for SBTO. 
  

14 October 2016 Meeting between SBTO, SBM LED and Councillors Steyn and Kruger about 

way forward. A decision was made to extend the current SLA until June 2017 

for SBTO to allow for the development of a new tourism strategy.  Decision 

made that both SBTO and SBM to provide names of possible consultants – 

decision made to contact three consultants as agreed upon for quotations and 

proposals. 

24 October 2016 Council resolution to extend current SLA with SBTO until June 2017 to give 

time for a new tourism strategy to be developed before end February 2017.  

11 November 2016 Quotations obtained from agreed-upon consultants. 

22 November 2016 Destinate appointed to develop new tourism strategy. 

8 December 2016 Meeting between SBTO, SBM and Destinate to discuss development of 

tourism strategy and terms of reference. 

10 January 2017 Notice on open/public participation meeting open for all on 24 January 2017 

distributed via electronic means to all role-players. 

15-24 January 2017 Invite and notice for open/public participation meeting on 24 February 2017 

on all social media pages of SBTO, SBM and other town pages/groups. 

19 January 2017 Invitation and notice of open/public participation meeting on 24 February 2017 

advertised in the Weslander (Local newspaper). 

24 January 2017 Open/public participation meeting to obtain input from members of the 

community and tourism sector for the draft strategy at Juffroushoogte – 

attended by approximately 55 individuals.  

24 January 2017 Presentation to Council on 1st Draft Strategy. 
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31 January 2017 Draft output document with input received forwarded to all interested parties, 

public, community, councillors and all ward committee members to provide 

comment/input before/on 9 February 2017. 

2 February 2017 Notice and invitation for public comment/input before/on 9 February 2017 

advertised in the Weslander (Local Newspaper). 

2-4 February 2017 Distribution of approximately 5000 flyers in all towns and local communities 

from Langebaan to St Helena Bay for invitation for public comment/input 

before/on 9 February 2017. 

14 February 2017 Workshop between SBTO, SBM LED, Councillors Steyn and Kruger and 

Destinate on Draft strategy which incorporated all inputs/comments received. 

14 February 2017 Workshop with SBM Council on Draft Strategy which incorporated all 

inputs/comments received and to get input from Council.  

16 February 2017 Final draft strategy delivered for input in preparation of the Council meeting of 

23 February 2017. 

23 February 2017 Final strategy presented to Council for approval.  

 

Through consultation with local government and the industry, the following were identified as 

priorities: 

● The need for more effective communication channels, specifically between the 

private sector, the municipality and the Saldanha Bay Tourism Organisation (SBTO) 

● The need to build a strong local brand and identity   

● The need for sustainable local tourism development that appeals to travellers 

● The need to align plans with the latest trends and identify opportunities specific to the 

West Coast Peninsula region 

● To present the West Coast as the tonic you need to “truly feel alive again 

● Working together in a tourism value chain to promote the region collectively 
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● Focus on community tourism experiences and inclusive tourism  

● To align better with national, provincial and other regional tourism organisations and 

identify suitable and mutually beneficial joint marketing initiatives 

● Route development - thematic and linkages, experienced and community based 

● Food of the West Coast Peninsula must be showcased – local and traditional   

● Bringing the region’s interesting history alive through local storytelling 

● Tourism business toolkit required with practical tips to navigate the red tape of 

starting and running a small business 

● Bringing the region’s interesting history alive through local storytelling 

● The need for an aligned events calendar and a flagship festival/event for the region 

● The need for improved funding for tourism development and promotion   

● Identify specific growth opportunities, such as adventure & sport 

● Bringing sport and nature closer together 

● The importance of effective marketing & promotion 

● Packaging new experiences alongside well established 

icons/attractions/experiences with the emphasis on value for money 

3. A global tourism outlook 

It is important to understand the state of tourism globally. 

The reality remains that tourism is a vulnerable sector and that competition amongst 

destinations is tougher than ever before. With an increase in global security incidents and 

terrorism, safety and security remain a major challenge for the tourism sector. 

Travel remains a much-needed respite from daily life with travellers becoming desperate to 

escape their routines for memorable and meaningful travel and holiday experiences. It is 

crucial for destinations and marketers to understand the human psyche and to present 

moments of inspiration to travellers through effective marketing, good storytelling and visually 

creative travel propositions – this applies to both leisure and business travel. In fact, being 

able to cross the divide between leisure and business travel through a “business plus” or 

“bleisure tourism” marketing proposition will enable the destination to attract more business 

tourism, an important development area for SBTO. 
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4. The state of tourism in South Africa 

Overall South Africa’s tourist arrivals remain under pressure. 

Until the end of November 2015, South Africa had seen the equivalent of 600 000 fewer 

tourists in 2015 than in the same period in 2014 – producing very little growth in the last two 

years, despite mammoth industry efforts and investment.   

From a domestic tourism perspective, the announcement that government will invest R100 

million a year to promote domestic tourism and encourage South Africans to explore their 

own country was encouraging news. 

There is a general trend of low confidence across South Africa’s economic landscape. Grant 

Thornton reported that insufficient domestic leisure demand was one of the significant factors 

that affected business performance in the second quarter of 2016. The current economic 

climate, inflation and the increasing cost of living means that the average South African will 

think twice before taking a leisure trip and sleeping over at a hotel. 

Value for money packages and a compelling proposition targeted at travellers that need what 

the West Coast Peninsula has to offer are required. 

South African Tourism reports that the total revenue created from the domestic tourism 

market amounted to R3,5 billion in Q3 2016 which is a decrease relative to 2015. Slightly 

over half of total domestic revenue continued to come from visiting friends and relatives (VFR) 

orientated trips however the contribution thereof decreased substantially relative to 2015 and 

fewer trips were undertaken than the same period in the previous year. This is an indicator 

of the tough local economic conditions and should be a key consideration when putting 

together value driven visitor packages and experiences for the West Coast Peninsula.  

The average length of trips taken increased to 4 nights in Q3 2016 with Limpopo receiving 

the most number of trips, followed by Gauteng and the Eastern Cape.  As in previous quarters 

throughout the year, affordability remained the main deterrent to taking a domestic trip.  

Amongst other factors, the country wide drought as well as a fairly weak exchange rate had 

negative effects on growth prospects in the quarter. In the same period, unemployment rose 

to a high of 27.1% whilst consumer price inflation (CPI) remained fairly close to the top of the 
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desired band, at 5.7%. Lack of business and consumer confidence further destabilised 

economic growth potential as this impacts negatively on consumer spending and business 

expansion. 

The domestic market, in particular the regional domestic market, is of great importance to the 

West Coast Peninsula and must remain a focus area for sustained tourism growth.  

The Western Cape tourism visitor trend reveal that in 2015, visitor arrivals were dominated 

by the domestic market (58.8%). There was also a positive share of visitors from the 

international market (40.3%). The top activities undertaken by the domestic visitors included 

scenic drives (27.2%), culture/heritage (14.9%) and outdoor activities (9.5%).  

 

Top activities enjoyed by the international market include scenic drives (20.2%), 

culture/heritage (16.1%) and outdoor activities (15.8%). Majority of the visitors are day 

trippers (49.0%), staying over between one (38.1%), two (27.5%) and three (10.8%) nights. 

The leading purpose of travel amongst the visitors recorded holiday/leisure (79.3%) to rank 

first, this is followed by business (6.8%), and visiting friends and family (3.4%).  

 

The most common age group amongst the domestic and international visitors was 36-50 

years. Visitors mainly travelled in pairs (44.5%) and alone (27.6%) and used rented cars 

(42.8%) and their own motor vehicles (47.7%) as their main mode of transport. 

Internet/websites (30.7%) ranked as the top information source, followed closely by word of 

mouth (23.2%) utilised by visitors to the Western Cape.  

 

The Cape West Coast tourism visitor trend shows that in 2015 visitor arrivals were also 

dominated by the domestic market (76.4%), while the international visitors account for 22.1%. 

The international visitors mainly originate from Germany (33.4%), the UK (21.3%) and the 

Netherlands (10.0%). Holiday/leisure (80%) were also the main purpose for travel to the 

region.  

 

The most common age profile of visitors to the Cape West Coast were between 51-70 years, 

and visitors mainly travelled in pairs. Internet/websites and word of mouth ranked as the main 

information sources used by visitors to obtain information on the destination. 
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It is important to focus our effort on growing our market share of younger, in particular, the 

millennial traveller who enjoys spending more and staying longer in a region to enjoy the full, 

local offering of the region.  

 

The Cape West Coast Visitor trends for Jul-Sep 2016 show:  

 Top 3 international markets include the UK (24.8%), Germany (22.6%), France 

(13.5%) 

 Top 3 domestic markets include Gauteng (18.6%), Western Cape (50.4%), KZN 

(11.7%) 

 Main purpose of visit: holiday/leisure (75.4%), business (5.7%), friends and 

relatives (3.2%) 

 On average 1 overnight stay (46.7%)  

 Top information sources include: Word of mouth (32.4%) and Internet/websites 

(18%) 

 Top 3 activities in the Cape West Coast by international visitors: Scenic drives 

(40.5%), Flowers (11.4%) and Beaches (11.3%). 

 Top 3 activities in the Cape West Coast by domestic visitors: Scenic drives 

(37.3%), Culture/heritage (16.7%) and Flowers (11.9%).  
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5.Global travel trends and what it means for the West Coast Peninsula  

The state of the world 

  

The single biggest trend in travel is experiential travel with travellers increasingly wanting to 

experience a country, city or particular place by connecting to its history, people and culture 

and reconnecting with self. To keep up, destination marketing organisations need to adapt 

their strategy and double down on experience-driven marketing. 

  

The core elements of success? Recognising your strongest local experiences, having a 

unified vision of what your destination offers, and not attempting to market everything you 

offer all at once. 

  

In the case of the West Coast Peninsula region, the rich tourism offering is your greatest 

asset, but also your Achilles' heel. 

  

If we want to stand out, we will need to focus and punch above the competition with brave, 

innovative marketing that truly understands the state of mind of our customers and offer 

visitors the opportunity to come and find their better selves. We must be willing to let go of 

some old habits, to question the traditional role of a DMO and to take on a new role as curator 

of content and campaigns, taking hands with the local community and tapping into authentic 

and trustworthy content created by visitors and online influencers, rather than being the sole 

creator or marketer of the region.  

  

The web and social media has made it possible for smaller destinations to compete with well-

known destinations, but as social media platforms tighten up their algorithms, demanding a 

more thoughtful and focused approach to digital marketing, we must invest in thumb-stopping 

content and visual storytelling. 

  

Let’s review some of the major tourism trends impacting on travel globally and in particular, 

how we can use these trends to map a new journey for the West Coast Peninsula and SBTO 

inspiring more leisure and business travellers to visit. 
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The new traveller 

  

Travellers as we know them have changed. No longer looking for the traditional one-

dimensional holiday and no longer satisfied with merely relaxing, they search for authenticity 

and meaningful experiences that will enrich their lives and broaden their perspectives on the 

world. 

  

Experience is everything and the traveller is looking for instant and total immersion. 

  

Trust is now the most valuable commodity in travel, and it is the one thing that DMOs and 

tourism bodies do not have and cannot buy. Travellers use and fully exploit the web, social 

media and recommendations of friends and followers to peel away the superficial layers of a 

place and find the real magic. Armed with smartphones and other smart devices they capture 

and share their travel experiences instantly and intimately with friends and followers. 

  

It is crucial to develop a network of online and local storytellers that can be used to share the 

region’s stories with the world. The next five years should be about taking South Africans and 

the world on a journey of discovery deeper into the heart of the West Coast Peninsula, 

discovering many unknown aspects of the region through the eyes of locals and fellow 

travellers. 

  

Investing in influencer marketing and tapping into local citizens' knowledge and sharing these 

personal insights with the world will give the region a great competitive advantage. 

  

It is all about the heart 

  

One trend holds the key to standing out over the next few years and it is of particular 

relevance to the West Coast Peninsula region.  

  

The world wants meaningful experiences, they want to pause, not merely meet, but connect 

with the people behind the stories. They want to sit down and break bread with ordinary 

people. They want to go beyond the well-known and obvious attractions and find out from 
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locals in the know what the real gems of the region are. Developing a network of good 

homestays, community tourism initiatives and local knowledge will be key.  

  

The new relaxation 

  

Once at the destination, travellers are spending less time “relaxing” at the beach, opting for 

active ways through which to explore destinations. Biking, hiking and trail running are popular 

ways to get to know places better. This is a good opportunity to develop and promote the 

region’s natural environment for recreation, and to unlock the potential of existing and new 

routes and experiences. 

  

Cycling is the new golf, with middle-aged-men-in-lycra (the MAMIL) taking to the streets and 

mountain tracks and spending on average 20% more than other travellers. Cycling is a great 

way to explore the region, allowing visitors the opportunity to get off the bus and really 

experience the destination from a different perspective. 

  

Cycling should be a key area of development and promotion for the region.  

 

A connected world 

 

Recent innovations, such as the social web and smart mobile technology, have meant that 

anybody and everybody with access to a computer is a writer, journalist, publisher, critic, 

social commentator and travel agent. 

  

Word of mouth through social media is the most powerful and cost-effective tool for any 

destination marketer today.  

  

Social networks like Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram and YouTube are fast becoming “virtual 

shop windows” by illustrating the personal worlds of people through images and videos. With 

the rise of technology, regular consumers are able to share their thoughts, movements and 

experiences immediately, steering the buying preferences and behaviours of their friends and 

followers who trust their opinions. Finding a good balance between local and influencer as 
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well as paid for and organic storytelling is key. 

  

Being connected and providing free Wi-Fi is now one of the most desired travel perks allowing 

consumers to curate their travel aspirations. This must be a key area of investment for 

industry in the region. The tourist of today is hyper connected, well-informed, multichannel 

and demanding. The focus must be on improved user experiences and mobility with 

optimized mobile content and travel applications. 

  

For the West Coast Peninsula, the connected world offers an opportunity to unlock the 

potential of various locations and sites across the region, through clever use of technology, 

digital marketing, innovative influencer marketing and local storytelling. 

  

Millennials 

  

Travel by Millennials is on the rise and is one of the largest growing markets in the world. 

Millennials are loosely defined as people born after the mid-1980s, currently accounting for 

217 million trips, a number expected to rise to 320 million in 2020. Millennials (or Generation 

Y) travel more overall - on average 4.2 times a year (HVS Global Hospitality Services) than 

the 2.9 to 3.2 times per year for older generations and 58% prefer travelling with friends. 

  

Speed, adventure and bragging rights are big incentives for Millennials, who also crave the 

freedom to make spontaneous decisions on holiday, and are tech natives with an eye on 

multiple apps and social platforms to curate their adventure. 

  

A far cry from the penniless back-packer of youth travel gone by, the Millennial is prepared 

to spend – not on souvenirs, but on adventures and experiences. 

  

Millennials are our frontline marketers, driven by a desire to share their experiences on 

multiple platforms. Enabling this with free wireless and easy access to social details is a 

worthwhile investment for every tourism and tourism-related business. Keeping alert to what 

your visitors are saying about you on social media also generates honest feedback, a chance 

to fix problems and an instant, possibly enduring, relationship with customers. 
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Millennials are seen to be the most socially conscious generation of travellers in history. 

Consumer interest now dictates a more caring and committed culture where travellers, in 

general, want to experience the authentic daily life of locals and want to see their money 

make a difference to the lives of people in the places they visit. 

  

SBTO's commitment to responsible tourism and inclusive tourism will appeal to this traveller. 

  

Health conscious 

  

Consumers have become increasingly health conscious and are becoming more devoted to 

their mental and physical wellbeing. Yoga retreats, active holidays and responsible, healthy 

travel options will gain popularity. 

  

Older travellers (active explorers) are getting “younger” as they invest in health and well-

being. They are travelling more, often with younger generations, in small groups of friends or 

even solo, with solo-female travel in particular, getting more and more popular. 

  

The West Coast Peninsula must position itself as a destination that offers healthy, safe travel 

experiences to the curious, active traveller – offering experiences and packages that suit both 

Millennials and older travellers. 

  

It's all about food 

  

From labelling themselves #foodnerds to asking for food itineraries, a new breed of high-

spending travellers are eating (and sipping) their way through the world. 

  

Food is fast becoming the lens through which travellers are experiencing their destinations. 

It unlocks the cultural narrative and lets people connect with that story through the senses. 

Food travellers are looking to do more than just eat at a nice restaurant. They want to 

understand food, where it was caught or how it is grown and how local people like to eat it. 

They want to meet the chef, see the kitchen, get involved in the cooking and learn how to 
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make a dish from scratch. 

  

A recent trend bulletin by Skift indicated that the foodie traveller is likely to spend about 18-

20% more cash in destination across every age group and country of origin and one in two 

Millennials brands themselves a foodie. 

  

Whilst older travellers have always been food travellers, the millennials have been behind the 

shift to food as an engaged experience. The West Coast’s food is iconic, but an effort must 

be made to celebrate it again, make it more accessible and involve the local communities in 

presenting unique food experiences.  

 

People-centred marketing 

  

Travellers are at the centre of their own travel decisions and they do not trust tourism 

organisations. They trust what locals and other travellers say and do. They also love places 

that are great places to live. They love neighbourhoods and community. 

  

The visitor and local citizen must be at the centre of our planning and thinking. We must tap 

into and reignite locals’ passion for the West Coast Peninsula, share their stories through the 

web platform and connect the visitor with authentic local experiences and encourage visitors 

to share their experiences with their friends and followers through creative digital marketing 

campaigns. 

  

Through social media we can be connected to a place getting insiders’ tips and 

recommendations in a far more intimate way than through traditional guidebooks or tourism 

offices. Through a consumer centred marketing approach using influencer and local 

storytelling, SBTO should establish themselves as a platform connecting travellers with locals 

in the know.  

  

Living like a local in a non-tourist neighbourhood, enjoying meals in small, local restaurants 

and seeking out engagement through peer-to-peer dining is an increasing trend with food 

now being a hook for travel.  
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For destinations and industry, it is increasingly important to put the spotlight on the “less 

obvious”- working with local influencers in the know to compile “Citizen guides” with insider 

tips, promote alternative tours and a focus on neighbourhoods are all key drivers for this 

booming trend. 

  

Travel has always been about the experience but now each individual’s experience is 

connected to the views and opinions of so many pairs of eyes. 

  

Travellers in-destination are all taking along a group of peers on their adventures. We have 

to help them spread the word by giving them highly visual, authentic and original experiences 

to share and rave about. 

  

The best tourism storytelling prioritizes three things: 

 

One, tourism bureaus are describing their individual neighbourhoods much better, and they’re 

developing proprietary mobile-friendly maps customized to the destination, versus relying on 

Google Maps’ limited functionality in terms of design. 

 

Two, destination marketers are getting much better at diving deeper into their consumer 

segmentation profiles and developing more nuanced content based on that intelligence. The 

Web is now all about specifics and well targeted content. 

 

Three, there’s a surge toward longer-form videos profiling local residents who are proudly 

promoting their destination in a natural, authentic voice. 

 

The story is the unique selling point 

  

It is no longer about the destination or your unique selling points…it is about the story. The 

West Coast Peninsula brims with unique stories and these stories are best told by locals and 

by travellers themselves, so SBTO should create platforms for locals and visitors to tell the 
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region’s story from a variety of perspectives and through a diversity of voices. 

 

It is important to take the visitor deeper into the heart of the destination beyond the well-

known tourism façade to meet the real West Coast Peninsula and its people. 

  

6. Key take-outs for West Coast Peninsula 

  

We need to recognise that travel has always been about the experience, but now each 

individual’s experience is connected to the views and opinions of so many pairs of eyes. 

Travellers in-destination are all taking along a group of peers on their adventures. We have 

to help them spread the word by connecting them with interesting locals, giving them highly 

visual, authentic and original experiences to share and rave about (not forgetting the free wifi) 

and create platforms for the stories to be shared with the world. 

 

Top 5 trends to exploit for the West Coast Peninsula 

 

● The economic shift, which emphasises the importance of presenting the region’s value 

proposition through dynamic, value for money packages targeted at specific niche 

segments 

● The growing importance of the web, social and influencer marketing means the traveller 

is now the marketer and must be firmly placed in the centre of our marketing strategies, 

plans and communication 

● Our story is our only truly unique selling point. The focus must be on the experiential, 

personal and memorable. 

● We are seeing many “new” travellers with a very focused or niche interest be it urban 

(short city breaks), lifestyle, solo-female, special interest, foodies, “Bleisure”, cross-

generational, family, millennial 

● Health, wellness and responsible living are now important considerations and we must 

present our region as the tonic to revive your life and reconnect with self, nature and 

others.  
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7. Situation analysis - Tourism in the West Coast Peninsula  
 

Accommodation 
Accommodation ranges from 1 to 5 star 
backpackers, self- catering houses, luxury 
guesthouses and hotels  
Caravan parks & camping grounds  
Municipal resorts  
Potential to develop community homestays 

All SBM towns 

Nature-based - hiking, cycling, exploring, 
flora & fauna, water sports, canoeing, etc 
 

Langebaan – lagoon life, water sports mecca, 
cycling, golf, yachting, horse riding 
Hopefield - fynbos, birding, bees and honey, 
agriculture 
St Helena Bay - whale and dolphin spotting, 
geological walking trails, golf, surfing, abalone 
farm, golden mile beach 
Saldanha Bay - nature and walking trails, birding, 
Mussel and oyster farms 
Jacobsbaai - tranquillity, walking trails, diving and 
fishing 
Paternoster - nature in Cape columbine reserve, 
horse riding, unspoilt beaches 
Vredenburg - West Coast Fossil Park 

Points of interest 
 

West Coast National Park  
West Coast Fossil Park 
Saldanha Bay – Hoedjieskop and SAS Military 
basis 
Paternoster – lighthouse experience, fishing 
community 

Events and special event venues 
 

Langebaan – home to various festivals  
Hopefield – home of Fynbos Show 
St Helena Bay – home to annual Hottentots Fish 
Derby 
Saldanha Bay – home to annual Heritage Day 
Festival 
Jacobsbaai – was home to popular Oppi Wa 
Festival  
Paternoster - home of Jazz on the Rocks/ 
Paternoster Seafood Festival and Fishermen’s 
festival 

Cultural Langebaan – arts and crafts 
Khoi heritage 
African culture  
Hopefield – heritage and history, living museum 
St Helena Bay – heritage and history (Da Gama), 
local fishermen communities and industry 
Saldanha Bay – cultural village, local fishing 
community, harbour 
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Jacobsbaai – artists’ retreat 
Paternoster – authentic fishermen’s village, 
Mandela’s footsteps (He apparently was brought 
here and allowed to walk on Paternoster’s beach 
while being imprisoned – very sensitive issue as 
Mandela foundation previously could not give 
information on this when enquiries were made by 
owners of Paters Haven in Paternoster) 
Vredenburg – Twisfontein 

Entertainment Langebaan - gambling 

Other attractions/activities Seven islands (possibility of boat cruises) 

Infrastructure and facilities Langebaan - casino 
St Helena Bay – working fish harbours 
Saldanha Bay – IDZ, new sport stadium. Saldanha 
Bay Waterfront Development 
National Defence Force 
Air strip 
Three harbours 
Vredenburg -Transportation and commercial hub 

of Saldanha Region and administrative centre of 

the Saldanha Bay Municipality 

Retail/shopping Hopefield – organic farmer’s market 
Langebaan market to be developed 
Paternoster fish market to be explored 
Vredenburg – gateway to other towns in the region 

(West Coast Mall) 

 
 
Analysis 
 
There are seven towns, each a unique destination with its own set of attractions and 
opportunities for attracting more visitors, within the West Coast Peninsula. 
 
It is important to develop a visitor proposition for each town, clearly defining the unique selling 
points, experiences available and ensuring that each town is well represented in the regional 
communications plan and activations with a strong call to action.  
 
The West Coast Peninsula’s strongest appeal lies within the combination of experiences 
available, presented in an environment that is not yet fully discovered, over-developed or 
crowded. The visitor can truly unwind, switch off, escape the pressures, noise and intensity 
of life back home and find themselves again surrounded by nature and amongst friendly, 
interesting local communities renowned for their down to earth hospitality.  
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At the same time, there are areas of industry and exiting new developments in the pipeline 
like the IDZ and Saldanha Bay Waterfront development.  
 
Whilst the West Coast Peninsula is not yet fully discovered or exploited from a tourism 
perspective, it is important to manage development and growth carefully so that the very 
attributes that currently attract and can attract even more visitors and development to the 
area do not impact negatively on the region in the long run.  
 
The fact that the region is still wild, unspoilt and simple in its beauty and down to earth 
hospitality is exactly what makes it so appealing for visitors.  
 
It is crucial to find and sustain a balance between tourism development and conservation.   
 
Of particular importance is community development and inclusive tourism. Promoting and 
deliberately focusing on small businesses and community initiatives is well aligned with the 
identity of the region and what visitors now crave – real and meaningful, people-centered 
experiences.  
 
Each town and community is so different in character. Differentiation at this level is crucial 
and holds the key to the success and sustainability of tourism in the region. There is so much 
content, inspiration, beauty and realness to unpack through marketing the West Coast 
Peninsula in a new, connected and truly local manner.  
 
Route development and packaging regional experiences to connect the various towns and 
communities and ensure a better dispersal of visitors, especially to lesser known areas of the 
West Coast Peninsula are crucial. Setting up and engaging with local tourism industry forums 
or networks will help SBTO maintain fresh localised content and creative marketing 
activations at community level.  
 
Digital marketing and the web now allow us to share our story to a much wider audience in a 
real and inspiring way. Using locals, travellers and online influencers to tell our stories will be 
a key component of the new marketing strategy.  
 
 
Biggest current obstacles and challenges: 
 

 Red tape 
 Illegal tourism businesses 
 Lack of authentic West Coast experiences available/accessible to visitors 
 Loss of identity 
 Poaching 
 Regional food offering – crayfish ban  
 Not family friendly 
 Access to beaches 
 Infrastructure (parking, public toilets, picnic sites, braai facilities, boardwalk) 
 Pollution in the bay at Saldanha Bay 
 Maintenance and upkeep of tourism facilities 
 Negative local social media groups 
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 Water shortage 
 Vandalism and safety concerns 

 
 
8. West Coast Peninsula tourism plan  
 

This document represents the plan for Saldanha Bay Tourism Organisation's integrated 

programme of work for the next three years. The programme embraces destination marketing 

alongside visitor services and industry services with a revamped visitor strategy and 

membership programme.    

 

a) Strategic Aims, Objectives and Priorities for Tourism in West Coast Peninsula 

 

The high-level vision for tourism in the West Coast Peninsula is to contribute in a 

tangible way to accelerated economic growth for community prosperity.  

 

Tourism is a key driver for the social and economic development of West Coast Peninsula. It 

is not just about the direct benefits of visitor expenditure, but about the impact on the quality 

of life for all the people of the region; on the world’s awareness and image of the region; on 

decisions relating to inward investment and the ability to attract a greater market share of 

South Africa's visitors, events and conferences.  

  

Our vision is that by 2025 the West Coast Peninsula will be in the top three preferred tourism 

destinations in the Western Cape. 

  

This vision cannot be achieved by SBTO alone, but through a much wider partnership of 

organisations and stakeholders that together develop, manage and promote the destination 

and service the needs of visitors. 

  

Mission 

● Attract more first time visitors to West Coast Peninsula   

● Attract more return visitors to West Coast Peninsula 

● Encourage visitors to stay longer, encouraging more tourism spend in the region by 
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unpacking the attributes and unique character of each town and improving the 

distribution of visitors within the region 

 

Growth Priorities  

Fundamental Principles 

● The development of the industry should be based on partnerships between the public 

and private sector, the labour force and the general public, i.e. Tourism should be 

Government led, private sector driven, labour conscious and community based 

● Tourism should be demand driven 

● Tourism must be economically, socially and environmentally responsible 

 

Critical Success Factors 

● A coordinated and communicative sector   

● Improved funding for tourism development and destination marketing   

● Innovative and dynamic marketing plan 

● Improved service levels, product quality and pricing strategy   

● A safe tourism environment   

● Greater involvement of previously disadvantaged communities in tourism with direct 

benefits  

● Involving all of the towns in the marketing of the region 

 

This vision provides the focus and framework for six strategic objectives for SBTO’s 

work:  

 

● To enhance the national and international image and awareness of the West Coast 

Peninsula as a memorable place to visit and to live, 

● To optimise tourism volumes and yield for West Coast Peninsula in a totally 

sustainable manner, 

● To establish good levels of tourism business all-year-round, 

● To optimise the distribution of tourism benefits within the greater West Coast 

Peninsula region, whilst providing visitors with a more local and real tourism 
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experience, 

● To engage actively with tourism businesses, in particular SMMEs, to help them 

become highly competitive, embrace transformation and adopt sustainable business 

practices, 

● To involve local citizens as a proud community of ambassadors for the West Coast 

Peninsula and beneficiaries of tourism. 

  

 

To fulfil these objectives, SBTO has identified four strategic priorities that are the 

focus of the tourism plan: 

 

1. Sustainability - Developing SBTO to become more sustainable by generating more 

commercial income through membership, appropriate partnerships, joint ventures and 

sound business management. Whilst continued adequate funding is required by the 

Municipality to sustain the delivery of tourism marketing and visitor services, it will 

enable SBTO to invest more in marketing.  

2. Marketing through partnership – SBTO cannot market the region in isolation. The 

budget is not sufficient and its activities will not make the required impact if suitable 

strategic and operational partnerships are not achieved. This includes joint marketing 

agreements with tourism bodies on a regional and national level, commercial 

partnerships and a closer working relationship between the public and private sectors. 

3. Improving seasonality – By generating a higher yield tourism all-year-round through a 

focus on events, niche tourism and the domestic market, in so doing reduce the 

negative impact of seasonality and stimulate sustainable job creation. 

4. Tourism as a vehicle for sustained economic growth and transformation - grow the 

demand for local and real tourism experiences, ensuring that tourism is recognised as 

a the most successful vehicle for economic growth. 

 

b) SBTO will focus on the following key programme areas for the next five years: 

 

1. Organisational realignment and skills development - To deliver on the new strategy 

and marketing plan in a dynamic and cost-effective manner without disrupting service 
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delivery SBTO must be equipped with the necessary resources, including skilled, 

committed staff and funding required. SBTO does not require a top-heavy tourism 

structure, but rather a nimble and dynamic team that can deliver.  

2. Brand identity – To unite the region behind a common vision, marketing message and 

strong, unified brand identity developed against the backdrop of international tourism 

trends and a distinctive local context. 

3. At the same time, to develop a unique and differentiated proposition for each town 

within the region with a dynamic regional redistribution strategy through cross regional 

and themed packages and routes. The following routes have been identified for 

development namely the Fossil route, Historical route and the Ornithological route. A 

West Coast Peninsula Food and Heritage Route would also be worth investing in.  

4. Innovative and impactful tourism marketing – aimed at attracting a mix of suitable 

market segments (local, national and international) that will deliver good high yield 

business all-year-round with a particular focus on the domestic market, festivals and 

events and growing niche markets like the outdoor active and business markets. 

5. New Visitor Services Strategy – making information available to visitors where and 

how they require it, enhanced by technology and influenced by the latest tourism 

trends and international best practice - aimed at greater dispersal of visitors through 

tourism sub-routes and unlocking local distinctiveness and unique visitor experiences 

to spread the benefits of tourism as widely as possible. 

6. Greater industry engagement and representation through a new membership and 

industry partnership model - to improve tourism standards and service delivery and 

engage the industry in a common effort to market the West Coast Peninsula through 

participation in joint marketing projects. 

  

 

The underlying principle of SBTO's approach to marketing is to put the local 

community at the centre of destination marketing, making citizens part of tourism and 

giving citizens a voice to help share the unique stories of the region with the world. 

This is in line with what today's travellers want from the destinations they visit. 
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Key principles are to: 

● Focus on a limited number of activities that SBTO can do well itself, but involve 

partners and members in the marketing and sustained development of the region 

● Target a small number of highly productive market segments, to maximise the impact 

of its budget and work with Wesgro and surrounding regions, Cape Town and the 

Northern Cape to build demand in new markets 

● Practice Responsible Tourism 

● Be global and future minded within a distinctively local context showcasing the West 

Coast Peninsula region's commitment to innovation and community 

● Inspire citizens to be positive brand ambassadors for the West Coast Peninsula 

  

SBTO's aspiration is to increase its overall income to R2,6 million by 2020 and to R3,2 million 

by 2025, essentially through sustained municipal funding and increased income from 

commercial and joint marketing activities undertaken in partnership with the industry and 

commercial partners. 

  

This increase will only be plausible with the continued and consistent funding from the 

Municipality allowing for additional capital investment from the Municipality to improve visitor 

services infrastructure and service delivery and at least an inflationary annual increase. 

  

The growth in net income will be used to increase activity, predominantly in joint marketing 

activities, Visitor Services, skills development and tourism business support to the industry.    

  

 

c) Strategic areas 

 

Destination Marketing 

 

While there may be several courses or paths that will take SBTO into the future, and deliver 

a viable and successful marketing strategy, three key principles form the foundation of this 

proposal, namely: 
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● Strategy led marketing: what do we want to fix, improve, change, accomplish? 

● A compelling and visually arresting brand with thumb-stopping content that delivers 

moments of inspiration to our markets, complemented with the right tools that will 

inspire trade, industry and business at large to sell the destination 

● Innovative influencer marketing campaigns and local storytelling that give both a 

unique and "local" perspective on the West Coast Peninsula and make local 

communities active participants in the tourism marketing and offering of the region. 

  

There is a general decline in the use of official destination websites with more and more 

people using review sites to get the information they need. It comes back to trust. People 

trust reviews by fellow travellers and the recommendations of friends and followers. They do 

not trust tourism organisations. 

  

However, it's important to recognise that travellers don't tend to go to review sites like 

TripAdvisor for inspiration. It's a better tool for the planning process, for when a traveller has 

finished dreaming about where they want to go and is ready to weigh up what local suppliers 

have to offer. 

  

SBTO must own the inspiration phase of the travel journey, tapping into content created by 

travellers, the local tourism community, local people's insights into the "must see places in a 

destination" and invest in thumb stopping, highly visual content. It is all about experience-

driven marketing and providing a unified vision (with some practical tools like trade and 

industry marketing kits) of the destination throughout the customer journey, be it on their own 

website, on TripAdvisor or on other online and offline platforms. 

  

Our goals with the new marketing plan are to: 

 

1. Know our customer, understand where they are and reach them there. This might 

mean taking some of the effort away from our own website and creating new 

partnerships with other platforms like Tripadvisor, Bookings.com, AirBnB etc. 

Important points of engagement where West Coast Peninsula must have a presence 

are: 
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a.     The "I want to get away moments" (dreaming) 

b.     The "Time to make a plan moments" (planning) 

c.     The "Let's book it moments" (booking) 

d.     The "Can't wait to explore moment" (experience) 

e.     The "What an incredible time we had moments" (memory) 

 

2.  Remember to promote what people are looking for, not what we want them to like. This 

is crucial and probably the biggest shift needed in the marketing and packaging of the 

region. It will be brave, but it will make a huge impact - it is about the traveller, not the 

destination. 

 

● Understand what customers are dreaming about and what their state of mind 

is. 

● Recognise what we are good at and what our natural advantages are. 

● Which experiences within the region contribute to the unified vision and the 

message we want to convey? 

● Avoid listing or promoting every single aspect or every destination on your 

website. Be brave and focused and pick those elements that will inspire 

travellers. 

● Think about the feelings and aspirations that travellers are looking for from each 

experience and your destination as a whole, and then use these in your 

marketing. 

● Invest in visual content (custom made for digital marketing) and in particular, 

video marketing, complemented by extremely well thought-out content. 

Customers' online attention span is less than eight seconds.  

● Practice having a continually evolving understanding of the modern traveller. 

● Partner with established booking platforms rather than trying to offer everything 

to everybody.  

 

3.  Focus on the customer, using powerful visuals that appeal to their state of mind to 

market unique and authentic local experiences. A great opportunity for the region is to 

focus less on "what there is to do" and more on the "how it will make me feel" message. 
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Less is more, so we will have to be disciplined and focused. This is at the heart of a 

compelling modern marketing strategy and will inspire many to come and find their 

better selves in the West Coast Peninsula. 

 

4.  Know what experiences the customer is looking for. It is a waste of time to market what 

we think visitors should like. It is important to monitor social media discussions, track 

online search trends and keep on top of the visitor stats for our local experiences. 

 

5.  Invest in an online influencer marketing strategy and change the way we work with 

bloggers and media. It's no longer good enough to offer a free trip to a destination for 

bloggers and media. We need a plan, budget and to enter into formal agreements with 

well researched bloggers and reputal media that have the audiences we want to reach. 

 

6.  Use data smartly. It is more important than ever before to keep up and use consumer 

data gathered in partnership with regional tourism bodies and the industry. By 

understanding our customers and what they search for, we can adjust our marketing 

and drive resources into promoting the local experiences that do inspire and sell.  

 

Key elements of the Destination Marketing plan include: 

 

1) The development of an integrated digital marketing plan 

a) updated website with an interactive blog site  

b) all social media platforms fully activated and optimised  

c) build an active online community through engaging, quality content based on regional 

storytelling and using locals alongside online influencers and travellers themselves as 

the region’s storytellers. 

d) innovative digital marketing campaign with international and national online 

influencers and media developed in partnership and hosted by the local tourism 

industry. 

 

2) A themed annual communication plan to complement the regional offering and events 

with rich and dynamic local content developed for use across all marketing platforms 
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3) Development of a regional marketing toolkit for trade, industry and media that will be 

available to all members of SBTO. 

 

4) Development of fresh new marketing material for the region including new content on 

the key brand pillars (Nature and Tranquility, People and Culture, Outdoor Active and 

Regional Cuisine), a gallery of thumb-stopping new images ideal for digital marketing and 

video footage for use in digital marketing. 

 

5) A strong domestic tourism focus with an events calendar and family-specific content to 

increase the number of families and domestic visitors to the region, encouraging extended 

stays and better dispersal of visitors throughout the region.  

 

6) A focused winter campaign (May – September) with value for money tourism packages 

to drive demand year-round, highlighting the moderate winter climate and variety of 

experiences available to visitors. 

 

7) PR, trade and media management with targeted trade and media hosting. 

 

Visitor Services 

 

It is essential for tourism marketing to be supported by world-class visitor services delivery in 

association with the industry. More and more visitors are influenced by the opinion of fellow 

travellers and demand information at the touch of a button whilst less and less travellers visit 

official visitor centres. We have to bring information to travellers long before they reach the 

destination. A good web presence, digital marketing, social media and clever use of 

technology allow for this.  

 

Excellent visitor services play an important role in maximising visitor satisfaction, which in 

turn stimulates repeat visits and recommendations as well as widespread distribution of 

spending across the region.  

 

It is essential for SBTO to invest in the future and adapt visitor services delivery to changing 
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trends. Visitor needs have changed and digital, on-line visitor services solutions are now 

needed.  

 

The most important innovation in tourism marketing is the ability to communicate instant, 

relevant and personalised info often at the touch of a button. The Internet is now the 

predominant channel for consumers to search for and buy travel, which means we have to 

ensure that we use these channels well in our visitor services offering.  

 

For example, tools like the smart phone now accompanies visitors throughout their journey – 

used to research, book and give instant feedback on experiences. This means less “bricks 

and mortar” solutions needed and more mobility and better use of technology needed.  

 

There is a perception that more physical VICs are needed in communities to attract visitors. 

This is not true, VICs by their current guise is not an attraction for tourists, and the true 

purpose and function of the VIC needs careful consideration.  

 

A new visitors’ services strategy will be developed that is mindful of technology and the latest 

trends in visitor services management.  

 

The strategy and plan will aim at a greater dispersal of visitors across the greater region with 

the focus on including previously disadvantaged communities and small businesses. This will 

allow SBTO to unlock local distinctiveness and spread the tourism benefits wider.  

 

Industry Relations and Membership 

 

SBTO is an industry association which allows for a dynamic partnership and engagement 

between the private and public sector.  

 

A new membership programme with a business support programme to assist new and small 

businesses will be developed.  

 

The aim of the new programme will be to achieve: 

 Greater industry engagement and representation 

 Improved tourism standards and service delivery 

 Joint marketing with industry 

 Increase in the number of SMME and black business members 
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 More sustainable tourism businesses that are actively involved in the local tourism 

community 

 

Local Tourism Development 

 

SBTO does play a part in local tourism development by identifying tourism gaps, potential 

local tourism development projects and then providing input and support to the Saldanha Bay 

Municipality (SBM) in the development of identified and suitable projects. Each project must 

be evaluated and be proven to contribute to: 

 

• Enhance the local tourism offering and regional appeal to visitors  

• A more inclusive tourism sector with direct involvement and beneficiation of local 

communities 

• Increasing tourism’s contribution to local economic growth  

 

In consultation with industry and SBM the following projects have been identified as potential 

local tourism development projects that align with the new strategy: 

 

• Development of a tourism business support programme and mentorship programme 

(Tourism and Marketing 101) 

• Homestays in the community 

• Saldanha Cultural Village upgrade and management  

• West Coast Fossil Park 

• Saldanha Bay Waterfront Development with food market to showcase local cuisine 

• Activate the Paternoster Fish Market 

• Develop a Langebaan Informal Trading Market  

• Rejuvenate the Oesfees  

• Develop a fringe programme for Jazz on the Rocks  

• Develop West Coast community experiences, ie fishing safari, Cook/Eat with Locals 

(community based) 
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The following projects are immediate priorities:  

 

1) Saldanha Cultural Village  

 

SBTO has assisted Saldanha Cultural Village with business plans, strategic consulting, tax 

registration, donation of many antiques and the organising of the annual Heritage Day 

celebrations over the last three years. It is important for the business plan to be implemented 

with community ownership and accountability taken for the project.  

 

SBTO can continue to provide the following:  

 
● SBTO funding available for certain projects of the museum as long as it is aligned with 

the strategic tourism plan; 

● Continued support for Heritage Day with the focus on the promotion of the event; 

● SBTO can provide support for upgrading and construction of areas identified for the 

accommodation of a tourist office, housing of an ancient carriage for exhibition 

purposes and an additional section for the kitchen; 

● Community arts and cultural projects at the museum to give exposure to potential 

artists from disadvantaged areas and living examples of fishermen who organize nets 

art work at exhibitions or functions; and 

● SBTO has appropriated funding for video recordings of nostalgic narrative-events in 

the past that are unique to the region. This must be incorporated into the promotion of 

the cultural village and greater West Coast Peninsula.  

 
2) West Coast Fossil Park 

 

SBTO is already involved one day per week assisting with educational programmes at the 

Fossil Park. A new building will open in the next three months, which could lead to many 

tourism opportunities if managed correctly and aligned with the new strategic tourism plan.  

 

3) Saldanha Bay Waterfront development  

 

The town of Saldanha Bay is an important regional economic hub and has grown from a small 
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coastal fishing village to an increasingly industrialised town serving the West Coast 

commercial fishing industry. Despite its increasingly industrialised nature, Saldanha Bay, 

known as the Langebaan Lagoon, is a World Heritage and RAMSAR site which is 

incorporated into the West Coast National Park. The sheltered nature of Saldanha Bay lends 

itself to many waterborne working and recreational activities for the growing local resident 

population and visitors to the West Coast alike. The aim of this development in Saldanha Bay 

is to develop a modern, vibrant and attractive waterfront precinct and identify opportunities 

and realise the potential of the SB waterfront precinct as a regional recreational and tourism 

destination that will benefit the community of Saldanha directly. 

  

The West Coast National Park, the West Coast Fossil Park and Club Mykonos are probably 

the biggest tourist attractions nearest to Saldanha. The fishing industry is still a major 

economic activity and is experiencing a revival through aquaculture farms in Saldanha, 

Jacobsbaai and Paternoster. The abovementioned industrial developments as well as the 

increasing flow of visitors to the abovementioned tourism attractions and coastal resorts have 

created the ideal environment within which the centre of Saldanha Bay town, can be 

reconnected with its waterfront, redeveloped and revitalized into a major recreational hub and 

tourism destination with a distinct local character.  

 

Recommendations on how the Saldanha Bay waterfront should best be presented include a 

seafood destination experience (brand name restaurant or celebrity chef restaurant); a 

Training Restaurant specializing in local produce; local food and fish market; open water 

destination experience (stand-up paddling/water-balls/water-soccer); movie-night in a 

container; events as a draw card with a tourism information and activities booking office. All 

of the above mentioned can be draw cards in many ways for all types of tourists to enjoy and 

promote Saldanha Bay as a tourist destination. 

 

4) Langebaan informal trading area 

 

An opportunity exists to use this area as a recycling spot/food court/area to sell local produce. 
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c) Target markets 

 

The West Coast Peninsula has the opportunity to achieve a good mix of market segments – 
its proximity to Cape Town and good road infrastructure makes the region easily accessible 
for both leisure and business.  

The key segments to focus on: 

 The conference and meetings market: predominantly mid-week, autumn, winter and 
spring  

 Domestic leisure breaks: predominantly weekend, autumn, winter and spring 

 Domestic and international holidays: predominantly in the summer 

 Leisure events: variously timed over the course of the year, but with the potential for 
new events to be developed during or existing events to shift to off-peak times.  

 

One of the most important segments to focus on is the conference, meetings and event 
markets. because it is high yield and comes at the time of year when additional business is 
most needed.  It also has the potential to generate repeat visits for leisure; and to support 
broader economic development policy, particularly by targeting conferences that will bring to 
the region key players in particular sectors of the economy that the region wishes to stimulate 
from an investment perspective.  

It is important for SBTO to work closely with the Conventions and Events Bureau at Wesgro.  

The development of new leisure events for the region or support of current events, at times 

when the region most needs additional business, is also a key element of the strategy.  An 

events strategy and an events committee attended by both SBTO and SBM are required. 

This will ensure that all strategic role-players are in alignment with the tourism strategy of the 

region when deciding on support, marketing and funding for events.  

Events are important and effective platforms for destination marketing with tangible economic 
spin-offs for the region. There are a number of annual events taking place in the region. They 
need to be assessed and a strategic decision made on which events will be positioned as 
signature regional events, which are community events and which events require further 
investment and development.  
 
 

Festival When & Where Admission fee Notes 

Mill Country 
Market 

Every Saturday  
(Hopefield) 

No fee  

Denlyn Park 
Morning market 

Last weekend of every 
month  
(Langebaan) 

No fee  

Downwind Dash January 
(Saldanha/Langebaan 

Entry fee for 
participants 
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Oppiwa Festival February 
(Jacobsbaai) 

Ticket price to go 
on wagons with 
artists OR no 
admission 

Discontinued 
because of the 
transport of 
people on 
wagons 

Jazz on the 
Rocks 

February 
(Paternoster) 

Tickets  Expensive for 
the local 
community 

Spore Oppi Sand April  
(Hopefield) 

Minimum 
admission fee 

A lot of 
emphasis on 
recycling and 
responsible 
tourism (event 
still in growth 
phase) 

Langebaan 
Lagoon 

Celebration 

April/May  
(Langebaan) 

No admission fee  

Hopefield 
Fynbos Show 

August  
(Hopefield) 

Minimum 
admission fee 

 

West Coast HOG 
run 

September  
(Saldanha) 

Invitation only Successful- 
very exclusive, 
by invitation 
and Harley 
Davidson 
owners 

Heritage Day 
Festival 

24 September  
(Saldanha Cultural 
Village) 

 IMPORTANT: 
Emphasis on 
event at 
Cultural 
Village & 
transportation 
for local 
community 

Weskus Lente 
Makietie 

September  
(Saldanha) 

 Still early 
stage - on 
schoolgrounds 
– revive 
‘Oesfees van 
die see’-used 
to have a lot of 
buy-in from 
locals 

Saldanha Top 
End Drags 

X2-3 per year 
(Saldanha ‘vliegveld’) 

 Very 
successful- 
not enough 
parking on-
site, long 
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vehicle lines 

Paternoster 
Seafood Festival 
and Fisherman's 

Festival 

November-December 
Paternoster 

  

Mykonos Festival December 
(Langebaan) 

 Successful 

Peter Tosh 
Festival 

September  
Laingville (St Helena 
Bay) 

  

Bob Marley 
Festival 

February 
(Saldanha) 

  

 

Target markets by country and theme 

 

SBTO will undertake a market analysis to identify target markets with the greatest potential 

to fulfil the Strategic Priorities of the new strategy.  The markets that have been identified as 

holding potential are: 

 The domestic market which will almost certainly be the key focus for our marketing; 
through the current economic downturn and beyond, particularly because of the 
potential for good business outside the peak summer months.  We attach a high 
priority to understanding more about the main segments of the domestic market, with 
particular emphasis on the Gauteng, Eastern Cape and Western Cape regions.   

 SADC countries, with particular regard to Namibia. 

 The UK, Germany, Netherlands and the USA  

 The Middle East and India, with a particular view to generating winter business 
 

As for geographical markets, we propose to undertake a market analysis to determine the 
target markets with the greatest potential for thematic products and experiences in which the 
West Coast Peninsula excels; and to understand the profiles, travel patterns, needs and 

values of these markets segments, in order that SBTO can focus resources on the most 
lucrative ones and present travellers with a value proposition that is different to that offered 
by competitors. 

Thematic products that hold considerable potential for the West Coast Peninsula include: 
scenic routes, adventure, sports, nature, beaches, wellness, romance, weddings, regional 

food and family.  

In overseas markets, we need to understand as much as possible about the so called “Next 
Stop South Africa” and “Wanderlusters” segments, identified by South African Tourism, 
predominantly from the UK, Germany, Netherlands and the USA and their potential to 

continue travelling long haul during challenging economic or political times.  
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d) Core themes 

 

There are very few places that boast a truly unique identity or set of attractions.  
 
Many may argue that there are equally beautiful sunsets in other areas of the Western Cape, 
or that the food offering in places like Franschhoek and Stellenbosch are better or that the 
history, heritage and culture of another destination is as interesting and that many other 
destinations boast unspoilt nature, beaches and a variety of outdoor experiences.  
 
In destination marketing, our biggest challenge is one of identity and defining who and what 
we are in terms of our visitor proposition. Being true to our essence and defining very clearly 
which of our assets we need to put forward are important.  
 
We often only have a few seconds to inspire someone to find out more about our region and 
actually decide to book their next holiday, weekend away or business trip there.  
 
Our competitors are putting forward similar assets or icons, like nature, food, culture and 
history complemented by beautiful photos, enticing videos and good travel deals. The one 
thing we have that is truly unique is our story and that story - best shared by giving local 
people a voice and a role in the marketing of our region - must capture the unique essence 
and identity of the West Coast Peninsula. At the same time, we must put in place the 
necessary tools, sharpen up on our content and package the West Coast Peninsula 
according to the themes we know will attract the right markets.  
 
What about our nature, food, culture and history or combination thereof are unique to the 
West Coast Peninsula? Is it not perhaps that it is still so wild and unspoilt, that our hospitality 
is so genuine, our people such real and down to earth West Coast characters who do not just 
“fit” into the mould society likes to place us in and that our food is simply iconic to the West 
Coast? 
 
The West Coast Peninsula is about space, silence, stars, wild beaches, big skies, community, 
warmth and real character that begs to be explored. There is nothing backward about the 
West Coast Peninsula, but rather it’s a place to reconnect with self, with nature and with each 
other.   
 
The following have been identified as the strongest themes for the region and will be 
unpacked in a marketing plan with fresh new content and a 12 months communications and 
events calendar. 
 

 Weather/climate 

 Natural environment 

 Culture/heritage 

 People and lifestyle 

 Food 

 Adventure/Sport/Outdoor 

 Industry/business 
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 Events 
 
 

g)  Knowledge management via research and intelligence 

Knowledge management is a new priority area that will be undertaken, with the support from 

the Municipality. 

  

It is crucial to understand the tourism impact on the West Coast Peninsula better and to use 

tourism intelligence to inform future decision-making and strategies, whilst measuring the 

impact of tourism interventions in the region. 

  

SBTO will conduct bi-annual visitor surveys and quarterly industry occupancy surveys. It will 

also work with Wesgro to identify and analyse consumer and travel trends and share relevant 

learnings with its members and stakeholders. 

  

Monthly and annual performance information will be used in the strategic review of SBTO's 

tourism performance and as an input into economic impact studies and strategies. Short to 

medium term forecasts are very useful for both SBTO and the industry. 

  

SBTO will develop an annual satisfaction index survey at the discretion of the Municipality, 

but with separate funding from the Municipality to: 

 

● Track Tourists / Visitors opinions on the nature and quality of the tourism experience 

of the West Coast Peninsula 

● Track visitor spend  

● Track visitor activity and needs 

● Contribute to CRM for future targeted marketing communication 

● Determine employment numbers through tourism and where possible, contribution to 

GDP 

  

SBTO will work with experts as far as possible to acquire, use and disseminate intelligence 

on trends and issues relating to tourism globally, in Southern Africa, South Africa and the 

Western Cape that could impact on the region.  The principal need is to define and analyse 
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target markets by geographical region and by themes and interests, in order that SBTO's 

marketing efforts can be focused to achieve the highest return on investment. 

  

Analysis of target markets done in association with SA Tourism and Wesgro will start by 

building up an understanding of existing and potential markets and how we need to adapt to 

suit their unique needs. 

  

We recommend that the Municipality consider a long-term programme of research as part of 

its local economic development strategy and planning. SBTO can take responsibility for the 

management of such a programme. 

  

We anticipate that, in implementing such a research programme, there will be the potential 

for a strong working relationship with universities like US, UCT, CPUT– drawing on their 

tourism research expertise and making use of master students to assist with research as this 

is a cost effective and mutually beneficial approach. 

 

h) Commercial marketing strategy development 

 

Marketing through partnership is a key priority for SBTO. SBTO will develop a commercial 

strategy to guide its commercial activities and partnerships. 

  

The goal is to raise additional funding through membership and dynamic partnerships with 

industry and commercial partners to enable the region to invest more in effective tourism 

marketing programmes and regional marketing campaigns. It is important for the industry and 

for local government to see tangible and measurable return on their investments. Therefor a 

project based approach to marketing will be undertaken with a number of priority programmes 

identified that can be developed, implemented and measured on a project for project basis 

with clear deliverables and tangible return on investment.  

  

The development of a comprehensive commercial strategy will be coordinated through the 

Tourism Manager’s office with strategic direction from the committee. 
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i) Corporate Governance and Team Development 

 

To deliver on the new strategy, SBTO must invest in team training and development to up-

skill the staff and reward positive growth. 

   

To ensure that SBTO adheres to all labour and operational requirements, continual review 

and enhancement of HR policies is important. 

  

Some initiatives include: 

● Orientation on new tourism strategy for the region 

● Digital marketing 101 

● Reward & Recognition Programme to be investigated and developed 

● A workplace skills audit and development plan developed 

● Working with the board to identify and assess training needs and assisting with the 

facilitation of suitable interventions 

● Orientation and induction programme  

● An Employment Equity plan with short, medium and long term targets. 

  

As well as action to enhance its own human resources, SBTO will deliver industry orientation 

and service excellence training through a reputable service provider (costs to be covered by 

members, but subsidised by Municipality). 

  

SBTO will engage educational institutions to provide opportunities for their students to do 

either job shadowing or in-service training and investigate a cross-regional team exchange 

programme to encourage broader knowledge on the region and better cross-regional 

promotion. 

 

j) Enablers/imperatives for delivery 

 

The successful implementation of the strategy depends upon the following enablers: 
 

1. Differentiation and a strong brand  
2. A practical, implementable plan with clearly defined roles and responsibilities, targets 

and deliverables that can be measured 
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3. Champions and partnership 
4. Consistency of message and being true to what we are 
5. Effective communication channels  
6. Being digitally savvy with inspirational content  
7. Resources – people and funding  
8. Investing in the visitor experience 

 
 
9. Strategic Targets 
 

 Increase self-generated income to R500 000 by 2020 and R800 000 by 2025 

 Increase membership numbers to 500 by 2020 of which 70 should be black owned 
businesses 

 To increase visitor numbers to the West Coast Peninsula with 2% by 2025 

 To increase average length of stay from 2-4 to 3-4 nights by 2025 

 To increase contribution to GDP to 14% (R6,5 billion) by 2025 

 To increase direct and indirect employment to 9 500 by 2025 
 
 
10. Tourism Action Plan  
 
SBTO will continue to operate as a fully integrated organisation, focused on increasing 

tourism business in a truly beneficial and sustainable way and totally orientated to the needs 

of target markets and local communities.  

  

This requires a high level of coordination and working in close partnership with the 

municipality, local community and tourism industry.  

 
  
 

Operational Priorities Rationale 

Digital Marketing In the light of limited budget, cost-effective and 
impactful digital marketing is a key priority. This 
includes an improved web presence with an 
interactive blog, investment in new content, on-line 
campaigns and proactive social media engagement. 

Events strategy & promotion Key to unlocking the region's winter tourism 
development and reducing the negative impact due 
to seasonality. 

Media engagement & High ROI can be achieved through media 
partnerships and a proactive positive relationship 
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hosting established with the media including targeted and 
well managed hosted media trips. 

Trade engagement & 
hosting 

Targeted and tailor-made trade engagement to 
increase the knowledge on West Coast Peninsula as 
a desirable hub to stay from where the rest of the 
West Coast can be explored. 

Visitor Services strategy New Visitor Services Strategy including visitor 
information centre review and development of on-
line visitor information platforms and routes to ensure 
improved visitor dispersal 

Commercial plan Important to grow self-generated budget through 
joint marketing agreements with private sector, 
maximising marketing ‘conversions’ and commercial 
activities complemented by sound business 
management. 

Research & Intelligence To prioritise informed decision making by tapping 
into the latest global travel trends and research and 
conducting local research on visitor profiling and 
spend as well as industry surveys on occupancy 
levels. 

Responsible tourism & 
transformation 

Important principles that will underline all 
programmes with specific interventions and 
programmes to drive these priorities 

Industry services, including 
membership 

  

Improved industry services strategy and 
membership programme for greater alignment and 
cooperation btw various sectors like tourism and 
business through partnership models. Explore 
partnership with IDZ. 

Information (data, content, 
third party) collection and 
management (CRM) 

Key to improved service delivery, stakeholder 
relationship management and understanding the 
unique needs of the visitor 

Regional partnerships and 
joint marketing 

Explore and conclude regional joint marketing 
agreements with neighbouring regions, Cape Town 
and the Northern Cape 

Package the destination for 
domestic travellers 

Develop value for money packages aimed 
specifically at the domestic and family market to 
reduce the impact of seasonality. This is an area that 
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will give the region competitive advantage over other 
towns/regions in the Western Cape. 

Package Tourism themes 
and routes in pursuit of 
Target Market segments 

Themes should be packaged and promoted across 
segments, to our strengths. The development of 
themed regional routes will assist with the improved 
dispersal of visitors across the region. 

Launch local tourism 
awareness, education and 
customer service 
programmes 

Design a tourism business support and training 
programme with practical interventions around 
tourism awareness, business advice, marketing and 
social media 101 

 
 
 
11. Budgets and resources 
 
Sources of income 
 
The following are the anticipated trends in SBTO's main sources of income. Together with 

the financial principles set out in the Strategic Overview these provide the basis for the budget 

projections and the operating budget. 

 
● Municipal grant funding of R2,1 million is required for 2017/2018, thereafter the grant 

funding should be sustained with an annual inflationary increase. For continuity, a 3-

year agreement must be concluded between SBM and SBTO.  

● SBTO is investing in an improved regional digital marketing platform (website upgrade 

and interactive blog site with integrated events calendar and industry marketing 

toolkit). The website must include a monetising strategy that will allow for some income 

to be generated from the website and related activities.  

● A new regional marketing campaign will be developed by May 2017 and launched by 

end of June 2017. Members and other commercial partners will have the opportunity 

to participate in the campaign at an additional fee.  

● Membership income - projected to grow with 10% p.a. To obtain this growth the current 

industry relationship will be completely refreshed 

● Commercial activities (retail, commission on bookings and ticket sales) – projected to 

grow by at least 5% per year 
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Commercial income development 
  
The following areas of activity seem to have the greatest potential for growth in income for 

SBTO: 

● Commercial marketing partners and joint marketing initiatives with the industry; 

● Monetising suitable aspects/areas of the website; 

● Improved online bookings 

● Event packaging and merchandising   

  

Budget 
  
The budget priorities have been realigned according to the strategic priorities as outlined 

earlier in the Tourism Plan. At this stage the assumptions for the 3-year budget are: 

 

● Grant income is based on the current estimated R2.1 million and should be increased 

with at least CPI annually; 

● The self-generated income target is based on the current operations with an annual 

increase over three years as the organisation matures and programmes kick in and 

start delivering; 

● The employee costs at SBTO will increase by 6% (minimum) annually and allowance 

has been made to: 

○ Upskill team  

○ Work with an interim destination marketing specialist for at least the first year  

○ Overtime and provision for leave pay allowed for 

  

The human resource costs of running a local tourism organisation like SBTO will always be 

a substantial part of the budget due to the people-intensive nature of the business and the 

required visitor services to be delivered for and on behalf of local government.  

 
 
 
 
12. Monitoring and evaluation  
 
A service level agreement must be concluded between SBM and SBTO by no later than 1 
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May 2017 and must include a detailed operating plan, budget and targets.  
 
Quarterly reports must be submitted with a breakdown of deliverables achieved, progress, 
income and return on investment from a PR and marketing perspective, independently 
measured.  
 
SBTO will avail itself for a quarterly interaction with SBM and Council to report back on its 
performance.  
 
 
13.Organisational structure 
 
It is important that SBTO’s structure be aligned with the new strategy in terms of areas of 
focus, skills levels and staff resources required to deliver upon the targets set.  
 
Below is an outline of the recommended structure that will be reviewed and approved by the 
SBTO committee and Council.  
 
A staff complement of 10 is recommended for the 2017/2018 financial year, which will be 
reviewed by the committee against operational requirements and budget.  
 



 
 

   
Management & Oversight 

Executive Committee (Chairman & 4 Members) 

 Management of Organisation 

 Corporate Governance 

 Corporate Social responsibility 

 Official Spokesperson 

 
Finance & Administration 

(Bookkeeper & 1 Admin 
support staff)  
 
 

 Financial Administration 

 Premises, Contracts & Facilities 
Management 

 Commercial Development 
support 

 Cash Flow 

 ICT 
 

 
Operations & operational oversight 

Tourism Manager 
 

 
Marketing 

(Marketing Coordinator supported 
by industry services staff member) 

 

 Market research & 
intelligence 

 Market development 
through partnership 

 Product development & 
packaging 

 Local Area marketing 

 Event strategy, support & 
Development 

 Business Tourism Strategy, 
support & development 

 Marketing through 
partnerships 

 Content development & 
management 

 Marketing Tools 

 Media Engagement 

 Website 

 Corporate Communications 

 Stakeholder relationships 

 RTO & Wesgro liason 

 Research, intelligence & 
evaluation 
 

 Commercial program 
management 

 Reporting 

 Industry Communication  
 

 
Tourism & Industry Services  

(Visitor Services & Industry Services) 
 

Visitor Services (4 Support Staff) 
 

 Visitor services operations 

 Visitor Information network 
coordination 

 Data Management 

 Booking & Retail Sales 

 Visitor Safety & Security 

Industry Services (1 Support Staff) 
 

 Membership operations 

 Membership development 

 Business Support including 
SMME marketing support & 
training 

 Responsible tourism & 
transformation 



 
 

 


